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Two recently proposed 13C– 13C recoupling methods under magic angle spinning ~MAS!, resonant
interference recoupling ~RIR!, and 13C– 1H dipolar-assisted rotational resonance ~DARR!, are
examined on a common theoretical foundation using the average Hamiltonian theory. In both
methods, a rf field is applied on not 13C but 1H to recouple the 13C– 1H dipolar interactions, and
spectral overlap necessary to conserve energy for 13C– 13C polarization transfer is achieved by the
13C– 1H dipolar line broadening. While DARR employs time-independent 13C– 1H interactions
recoupled by suitable rf irradiation to 1H spins, RIR uses time-dependent 13C– 1H interactions
modulated appropriately by 1H rf irradiation. There are two distinct cases where 13C– 1H line
broadening realizes 13C– 13C spectral overlap. For a pair of a carbonyl or aromatic carbon and an
aliphatic carbon, spectral overlap can be achieved between one of the spinning sidebands of the
former 13C resonance and the 13C– 1H dipolar powder pattern of the latter. On the other hand for a
pair of spins with a small chemical shift difference, the two center bands are overlapped with each
other due to 13C– 1H dipolar broadening. For the former, we show that both RIR and DARR occur
in the first order, while for the latter, DARR recoupling is appreciable for time-independent 13C– 1H
interactions. We refer to the former DARR as the first-order DARR recoupling and the latter as the
second-order DARR. Experimentally, we examined the following 13C– 1H recoupling methods for
DARR: 1H CW irradiation fulfilling a rotary-resonance condition or a modulatory-resonance
condition, and 1H p pulses applied synchronously to MAS. For RIR, the FSLG-m2mm sequence is
applied to 1H. Several one-dimensional DARR and RIR experiments were done for
N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N# DL-valine, and @2,3-13C# L-alanine. It was found that the polarization
transfer rate for RIR is larger than that for DARR except for fast spinning, while the rate for DARR
is less sensitive to the spinning speed. Further, we showed that the efficiency of the second-order
DARR recoupling is not significantly less than that of the first-order DARR. Among the 13C– 1H
recoupling methods examined, CW irradiation at the n51 rotary-resonance condition is superior for
DARR because it gives a larger 13C– 1H dipolar broadening, leading to broadband recoupling. We
showed that a broadband-recoupling experiment with the first and the second-order DARR by CW
irradiation at the n51 rotary-resonance condition is applicable to signal assignment as well as
structural determination of a multiply/uniformly 13C labeled molecule as demonstrated by
two-dimensional 13C– 13C DARR polarization-transfer experiments of uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled
glycylisoleucine. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1534105#
I. INTRODUCTION
Polarization transfer among homonuclear spins, being
often referred to as spin diffusion after the pioneering work
done by Bloembergen,1 is a long-standing subject in NMR
and has been extensively investigated both theoretically and
experimentally.2 This is because polarization transfer plays
an important role in many aspects of NMR. For example,
fast spin diffusion among 1H spins in solids enables the 1H
spin system to reach the internal thermal equilibrium in a
short time so that one can apply thermodynamics to describe
its behavior such as relaxation. Efficient polarization transfer
requires the total spin polarization to be conserved and si-
multaneous spin flip–flop motion or flop–flop motion to oc-
cur. Both are satisfied for 1H spins in solids, whose reso-
nance frequencies are degenerated and the dipolar couplings
are strong. However, polarization transfer becomes less effi-
cient for spins having a smaller gyromagnetic ratio ~g!, such
as 13C, because of the smaller homonuclear dipolar cou-
plings. Further, spectral overlap necessary for energy conser-
vation is not always fulfilled for 13C spins because of the
large variation of isotropic chemical shifts. In addition to
these, magic-angle spinning ~MAS! of samples, which is in-
dispensable for high-resolution observation, hinders efficient
transfer by removing the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction.
So far, a variety of techniques for polarization transfer
among low-g nuclei such as 13C under MAS have been pro-
posed; they can be classified into four categories according
to the source of compensating the energy mismatch in highly
resolved resonances:2 ~1! 1H-driven, ~2! motionally driven,
~3! rf-driven, and ~4! rotor-driven. The 1H-driven method
employs line broadening by 13C– 1H dipolar couplings,
which provides a mechanism of energy matching for a pair
of 13C spins with the chemical-shift difference is comparable
to or smaller than the line broadening. Since the 13C– 13C
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dipolar interactions removed by MAS are not recovered in
the first order for the 1H-driven method, its efficiency is low
in particular at fast MAS speeds. The motionally driven
mechanism works only when molecular motion with a
proper correlation time exists, thus this cannot be applied in
general. A number of the rf-driven polarization transfer
methods using various 13C rf-pulse sequences have been pro-
posed to realize the dipolar recoupling and the energy match-
ing simultaneously under MAS, to name a few examples,
RFDR,3 HORROR,4 CROWN,5 C7,6 and R2TR.7 For these
rf-driven methods employing 13C rf irradiation, 13C magne-
tization decays rapidly due both to inhomogeneity of the rf
field and to a short relaxation time under a rf field. Therefore,
it is difficult to determine a long internuclear distance using
a rf-driven method. This drawback in the rf-driven experi-
ments is absent for the rotor-driven experiment based on ro-
tational resonance (R2) ~Refs. 8–15! recoupling.
For R2, the flip–flop term for the pair of spins can be
reintroduced by matching an integral multiple of the MAS
frequency (nR) to the difference of the isotropic chemical
shifts between a pair of low-g spins such as 13C (D5nnR :
the R2 condition!. Since no rf field is applied to 13C spins, the
process competitive against polarization transfer is a gener-
ally long 13C spin-lattice relaxation process. The R2 method
is, therefore, suitable to cause polarization transfer between a
specific pair of 13C spins with a proper chemical shift differ-
ence, and, in fact, used to obtain a crucial internuclear dis-
tance in some selectively pair-labeled biomolecules.16 How-
ever, for a pair whose chemical shift difference is smaller
than their chemical shift anisotropies ~CSA!, the R2 condi-
tion imposes slow spinning leading to a number of spinning
side bands. Further, under the R2 condition, the line shapes
of the paired 13C spins exhibit characteristic patterns due to
the recoupled 13C– 13C dipolar interaction. Therefore, advan-
tages of high resolution under MAS cannot fully be appreci-
ated for the R2 method.
Recently, we present two polarization transfer methods
of resonant interference recoupling ~RIR! ~Ref. 17! and
13C– 1H dipolar-assisted rotational resonance ~DARR!,18
which have the following desirable features: ~1! no rf irra-
diation to 13C, ~2! less restriction for the spinning speed, and
~3! high resolution during observation. The underlying re-
coupling mechanism for these methods is common and can
be classified as a combined mechanism of 1H-driven and
rotor-driven recoupling, because the extra energy necessary
to cause the 13C– 13C flip–flop transition is provided from the
1H reservoir as well as macroscopic sample rotation ~MAS!.
Here, we refer to the mechanism of DARR and RIR as
13C– 1H dipolar-driven recoupling. One salient feature of the
13C– 1H dipolar-driven method is the active use of the
13C– 1H dipolar interaction. For the conventional 1H-driven
mechanism, the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction is introduced by
simply turning off the 1H decoupling field. This brings ho-
mogeneous line-broadening due to 13C– 1H and 1H– 1H di-
polar interactions, which allows a pair of 13C resonances
with different chemical shifts to overlap with each other,
provided that the chemical shift difference is smaller than the
sum of the line-broadenings.
In DARR, the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction is recovered
by suitable rf irradiation on 1H, for example, by 1H irradia-
tion with the intensity n1 satisfying the rotary-resonance con-
dition n15nnR (n51 or 2!.19 The spectral overlap between
the two relevant 13C spins is realized between a spinning
sideband of one 13C spin and the 13C– 1H dipolar pattern of
the other 13C spin and vice versa. Then, recoupling due to
rotational resonance occurs for the 13C– 13C pair, leading to
facile polarization transfer under MAS. In RIR, the 13C– 1H
dipolar interaction is not recovered but modulated by apply-
ing the FSLG-m2mm sequence20 to 1H. It is noted that,
unlike 1H-driven and DARR, 1H– 1H dipolar interactions are
removed. Under FSLG-m2mm and MAS, the 13C– 1H dipo-
lar interactions become inhomogeneous with its spin part be-
ing modulated by FSLG-m2mm and its spatial part by MAS.
On the other hand, the spin part of the 13C– 13C dipolar in-
teraction is modulated by the chemical shift difference, and
the spatial part by MAS. Since the 13C– 1H and 13C– 13C
dipolar Hamiltonians are not commutable, they are interfered
with each other. It is shown that when the modulation fre-
quencies for the 13C– 1H and 13C– 13C dipolar interactions
are matched, a time-independent 13C– 13C flip–flop term is
recovered. The matching of modulation frequencies is made
by properly choosing a cycle time for FSLG-m2mm . Simi-
larly to R2, the 13C– 1H dipolar-driven methods ~RIR and
DARR! do not have the short decay problem associated with
rf irradiation on 13C. Hence, in 13C– 13C polarization-transfer
experiments the polarization-transfer time is only limited by
a generally long 13C spin-lattice relaxation time. This makes
it possible to realize long-range 13C– 13C polarization trans-
fer.
In this work, we develop a common theoretical frame-
work to describe RIR and DARR. It is shown that RIR is
frequency-selective recoupling, while DARR is frequency-
and orientation-selective recoupling with its selectivity being
relaxed/deteriorated by the homogeneous broadening due to
nonaveraged 1H– 1H dipolar couplings. For a commonly
used static magnetic field and a spinning speed of a few 10
kHz, DARR and RIR can be used to recouple carboxyl/
carbonyl/aromatic carbons and aliphatic carbons. Further, we
theoretically show that in the second order, DARR recou-
pling does occur even between the resonances with a smaller
chemical shift difference typically in aliphatic carbons.
Hence, broadband recoupling is achieved by DARR. In fact,
recently we showed that broadband polarization transfer by
DARR occurs in the Nuclear Overhauser Polarization ~NOP!
experiment, where 1H irradiation of DARR causes 13C signal
enhancement based on the nuclear Overhauser effect not
only for 13C of fast rotating methyl groups but also for the
other 13C spins in a fully 13C labeled peptide sample.21 The
uniform enhancement of the nonmethyl carbons is attributed
to broadband polarization transfer from the methyl carbons
to them. Interestingly, it was pointed out that the 13C– 13C
transfer rates from the methyl carbons to the other carbons
correlate well with the 13C– 13C distances. This indicates a
possibility of determining internuclear distances roughly by
the polarization transfer experiment under DARR. While R2
causes line broadening and therefore spoils the advantage of
high resolution, the present 13C– 1H dipolar-driven method
can fully appreciate high resolution when combined with
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multidimensional NMR. Further, DARR does not require any
critical adjustments of experimental settings. We show that
these features of DARR are useful for the signal assignments
as well as the structure determination of multiply 13C-labeled
peptides.
II. THEORY
We consider a system composed of two dipolar-coupled
13C spins (S1 and S2) and one 1H (I) spin under MAS and rf
irradiation on 1H. The other abundant 1H spins are ignored
for both RIR and DARR due to the following reasons. For
RIR, we remove the 1H– 1H dipolar interactions by the
FSLG-m2mm irradiation20 on the 1H spin. For DARR, the
homogeneous broadening originated from the other 1H spins
increases the efficiency of the 13C– 13C polarization transfer,
but does not directly relate to the 13C– 13C recoupling
mechanism.18 For simplicity, we further neglect the chemical
shift anisotropy ~CSA! interactions.
A. Spin Hamiltonians under MAS and time evolution
The total spin Hamiltonian consists of the Zeeman inter-
action HZ(t), the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction H DIS(t), and
the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction H DSS(t),
Htotal5HZ~ t !1H DIS~ t !1H DSS~ t !. ~1!
In the frame rotating at the Larmor frequencies of 1H and 13C
spins ~the double rotating frame!, the Zeeman interaction is
given by
HZ~ t !5H ZS1H ZI ~ t ! ~2!
with
H ZS5d1Sz11d2Sz2 ,
H ZI ~ t !5d~ t !Iz1n1~ t !$Ix cos f~ t !1Iy sin f~ t !%, ~3!
where d i is the isotropic chemical shift of the 13Ci spin (i
51,2). For the 1H spin, we consider that the resonance offset
d(t), the intensity n1(t), and the phase f(t) of a 1H rf field
are time dependent for generality. For the homonuclear
13C– 13C dipolar interaction under MAS, we have
H DSS~ t !5d~ t !$S1zS2z2 14 ~S11S221S12S21!% ~4!
with
d~ t !5g1 cos~2pnRt1g!1g2 cos~4pnRt12g!, ~5!
g15
3d0




2 uM sin2 b . ~7!
Here, d0 is the dipolar coupling constant (m0/4p)
3(gS2\/r03), nR is the sample spinning speed, and uM is the
magic angle. b and g describe the orientation of the
13C1 – 13C2 internuclear vector in the rotor-fixed frame. The
heteronuclear dipolar Hamiltonian for the 13Ci – 1H pair can
be given in the double rotating frame by
H D
ISi~ t !5Di~ t !IzSiz , ~8!
where the geometric part D(t) is written as









2 uM sin2 b i . ~11!
Here, b i and g i describe the orientation of the 13Ci – 1H in-
ternuclear vector in the rotor-fixed frame, and di is the dipo-
lar coupling constant (m0/4p)(g IgS\/ri3).
To appreciate the effects of the Zeeman interaction on
the dipolar interactions, we transfer the dipolar interactions
into the double interaction frame defined by the following
unitary transformation:
UZ~ t !5US~ t !UI~ t ! ~12!
with
US~ t !5exp~22piH ZSt !,
~13!
UI~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
H ZI ~ t8!dt8J ,
where T denotes the Dyson time-ordering operator. The
time-evolution operator in the double rotating frame can thus
be written as




5UZ~ t !Ud~ t !
with
Ud~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
~H DIS*~ t8!1H DSS*~ t8!!dt8J ,
~14!
where the dipolar interactions in the double interaction frame
is given by




21~ t !IzUI~ t ! ~15!
and
H DSS*~ t !5US21~ t !H DSS~ t !US~ t !
5d~ t !@S1zS2z2 14 $S11S22 exp~2piDt !
1S12S21 exp~22piDt !%# , ~16!
where D5d12d2 is the chemical shift difference of the two
13C spins. Hereafter, we neglect the S1zS2z term because it is
irrelevant to 13C– 13C polarization transfer.
To appreciate 13C– 13C recoupling, we isolate the
13C– 13C dipolar Hamiltonian in Eq. ~14! using two ap-
proaches. In one approach, the effect of H DIS*(t) on H DSS*(t)
is calculated directly as
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H DgSS*~ t !5UIS21~ t !H DSS*~ t !UIS~ t ! ~17!
with
UIS~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
H DIS*~ t8!dt8J . ~18!
Desired 13C– 13C recoupling is achieved for a certain UIS(t),
which leads to a time-independent average Hamiltonian22 as
H DSS*g (t);H DSS*g (0). The time-evolution operator in the
double rotating frame is then written as
U~ t !5UZ~ t !UIS~ t !USS~ t !
with
USS~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
H DSS*g ~ t8!dt8J
;exp~22piH DSS*g (0)t !. ~19!
This approach is particularly useful when a time-independent
zeroth-order average Hamiltonian for the 13C– 1H dipolar in-
teraction can be obtained, so that we have
UIS~ t !;exp$22piH DIS*(0)t%. ~20!
The other approach is to evaluate average Hamiltonians
for H DIS*(t)1H DSS*(t). To appreciate recoupling of the
13C– 13C dipolar interaction, we apply the secular average
Hamiltonian theory,23 where the sum of time-dependent di-
polar Hamiltonians is expressed by a Fourier series as
H DIS*~ t !1H DSS*~ t !5( Hn exp~ i2pnnt !, ~21!







@Hk ,H2k# . ~22!
This shows that if H DIS*(t) and H DSS*(t) have common Fou-
rier components, they will give the time-independent first-
order secular average Hamiltonian. The time-evolution is
written in this case as
U~ t !5UZ~ t !Ud~ t !
with
Ud~ t !;expS 22pi( H (n)t D . ~23!
Comparison of these two approaches is made in the Appen-
dix, and the latter secular average Hamiltonian is shown to
be a good approximation of the former average Hamiltonian
when the common modulation frequency nk exceeds the size
of the time-dependent Hamiltonians.
B. A simple example: 1H CW irradiation
To appreciate the effects of 1H rf irradiation on the
13C– 13C dipolar interaction under MAS, we take up on-
resonance CW irradiation @n1(t)5n1 , d(t)5d , and f(t)
50 in Eq. ~3!# as a simple example. After straightforward
calculation, we have
H DIS*~ t !5(
i
Di~ t !Siz$Iz cos~2pn1t !2Iy sin~2pn1t !%
~24!
in the double interaction frame. For simplicity, we assume
that the 13C2 – 1H dipolar interaction is negligible, d2;0. The
13C– 1H dipolar interaction is then written as
H DIS*~ t !5 (
n51,2
G1n cos~2pnnRt1ng1!











Note that the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction is recovered at the
following rotary-resonance recoupling condition,
n15nnR . ~27!
1. 13C– 1H dipolar-assisted rotational resonance
(DARR) by CW irradiation
Under the n51 rotary-resonance condition (D150), we
neglect the fast oscillating terms with Sn51,2 and D2 in Eq.
~25!. Then, we have the following zeroth order average
Hamiltonian for the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction,
H DIS*(0)5
G11
2 S1z~Iz cos g11Iy sin g1!. ~28!
The resonance of the 13C spin appears as a doublet at d1
6 14G11 by this recoupling.19 Here, we adopt the direct ap-
proach @Eqs. ~17!–~20!# to appreciate the effects of H DIS* on
H DSS* with the unitary operator UIS(t) @Eqs. ~20!# being
given using Eq. ~28! as
UIS~ t !;UX
21 expS 22pi G112 S1zIzt DUX ~29!
with
UX5exp~2ig1Ix!. ~30!
The 13C– 13C dipolar interaction modulated by the 13C– 1H
dipolar interaction @Eq. ~17!# is then calculated to be
H DgSS*~ t !52 d08 (m561,62 g umu$S11S22 exp~2piAmt !
1S12S21 exp~22piAmt !% ~31!
with
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Am5D6
G11
4 1mnR . ~32!
Since the operator UX has no effect on the 13C– 13C dipolar
interaction, Iz was replaced by 61/2. Equation ~31! indicates
that 13C– 13C recoupling is achieved when Am50. It is wor-
thy to note that in the conventional rotational resonance
(R2),8–15 1H decoupling applied eliminates G11 , hence R2
recoupling occurs at D5mnR . In the present case, the non-




4 5mnR . ~33!
This corresponds to a situation that one of the spinning side-
bands of 13C2 is overlapped to the 13C– 1H dipolar powder
pattern of 13C1 as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. We refer to this
recoupling as 13C– 1H dipolar-assisted rotational resonance
~DARR! recoupling. It should be mentioned here that similar
DARR recoupling can take place also under the n52 rotary
resonance condition. Further, the other heteronuclear dipolar
recoupling methods, such as modulatory-resonance recou-
pling ~MORE! ~Ref. 24! can also be used for DARR. Experi-
mental examination of DARR by rotary resonance, by
MORE, and by p pulses will be presented later.
2. The second-order DARR by CW irradiation
For a directly bonded 13C– 1H spin pair, the maximum
breadth of the 13C doublet is ca. 67 kHz. Hence, Eq. ~33!
indicates that DARR does not occur for a pair whose chemi-
cal shift difference D is smaller than nR27 kHz. For such a
pair, however, spectral overlap may occur between the center
band of one of the 13C spin (S2) and the 13C– 1H dipolar-
broadened resonance of the other (S1) as illustrated in Fig.
1~b!, showing the possibility of energy conservation for po-
larization transfer. Hence, if the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction




is satisfied for a specific 13C1 – 1H orientation, then the two
13C spins resonate at d2 . This leads to the modulation fre-
quency for the 13C– 13C dipolar Hamiltonian @Eq. ~31!# being
given by mnR (m561,62). Noting that the time-dependent
13C– 1H dipolar Hamiltonian oscillating at nnR (n
50,1,2,3) remains in Eq. ~25!, we can express H DIS*(t)
1H DSS*(t) using a Fourier series as




We then adopt the secular average Hamiltonian approach
@Eqs. ~21!–~23!# to appreciate 13C– 13C recoupling. For ex-







and the secular average Hamiltonian is obtained as
H (1)5d0g u1uG2164pnR ~S11S222S12S21!$~Iz2iIy!
3exp~2ig!2~Iz1iIy!exp~22ig!%, ~37!
indicating that the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction is recovered.
This recoupling mechanism may be classified as resonant
interference recoupling ~RIR!,17 however, one should note
that this RIR-based recoupling and DARR described in the
previous section occur simultaneously at the rotary-
resonance condition. To avoid confusion, we refer to this
recoupling as second-order DARR and the case described in
the Sec. B 1 as first-order DARR.
At first glance, one may consider recoupling efficiency is
low in the second-order DARR, and is not appreciable. It is
straightforward to show similar recoupling occurs between a
pair of 13C– 1H dipolar broadened resonances with spectral
overlap as illustrated in Fig. 1~c!. Such situation would occur
for aliphatic carbons directly bonded to protons, and the
FIG. 1. Schematic 13C MAS spectra of two 13C spins under 13C– 1H recou-
pling, showing various types of spectral overlap necessary for energy con-
servation in 13C– 13C polarization transfer. Spectrum ~a! represents two reso-
nances of 13CH at d1 and 13CvO at d2 . The hatched peak denotes one of
the spinning sidebands of the 13CvO peak, being overlapped with the re-
covered 13C– 1H dipolar powder pattern of the 13CH resonance. Spectrum
~b! shows spectral overlap for a pair of spins whose chemical shift differ-
ence is smaller than the 13C– 1H dipolar broadening. Spectrum ~c! shows the
case when spectral overlap occurs between two 13C– 1H dipolar powder
patterns. Spectrum ~d! is similar to ~a!, but the 13CH resonance shows a
sideband pattern induced by modulation of the 13C– 1H dipolar interaction
under suitable 1H rf irradiation. Spectral overlap is achieved for one of the
spinning sidebands of the 13CvO peak and one of the modulation-induced
sidebands of the 13CH resonance. The vertical dotted lines denote the posi-
tion of the spinning sideband of the 13CvO peak.
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amount of spectral overlap is much larger than that of the
first-order DARR @Fig. 1~a!#. We would also like to point out
here that the 13C CSA interaction neglected so far does also
oscillate with nnR and thus interferes with the 13C– 13C di-
polar interaction, leading to 13C– 13C recoupling for the pairs
having degenerated resonance frequencies. This would en-
hance the efficiency of the second-order DARR recoupling
among carbonyl and aromatic carbons. As will be shown
experimentally afterward, these composite mechanisms do
enhance the efficiency of the second-order DARR to be
nearly comparable to that of the first-order DARR. The pres-
ence of the first- and second-order DARR mechanisms
would make DARR to be broadband recoupling.
3. Resonant interference recoupling (RIR)
by CW irradiation
To appreciate 13C– 13C recoupling at off-rotary reso-
nance conditions, we again rely on the secular average
Hamiltonian theory instead of evaluating Eqs. ~17! and ~18!
directly. In the present case, H DIS*(t) @Eq. ~25!# oscillates
with n11nnR (n561,62), which causes a modulation-
induced sidebands for the 13C1 spin (S1). On the other hand,
H DSS*(t) @Eq. ~31!# oscillates with D1mnR (m561,62).
Hence, RIR would occur in the case where the two modula-
tion frequencies are matched with each other: the RIR con-
ditions are given by
un11nnRu5uD1mnRu, ~n ,m561,62 !. ~38!
Let us consider the condition nR2n15D2nR , at which one
of the spinning sidebands of 13C2 is overlapped to one of the
modulation-induced sidebands of 13C1 @Fig. 1~d!#. The latter
sidebands are caused by the time-dependent 13C– 1H dipolar
interaction $(H DIS*(t) @Eq. ~25!#%. Then we have









The first order secular average Hamiltonian is then obtained
as










The S16S27 terms in Eq. ~41! are relevant to 13C– 13C po-
larization transfer.
C. 1H-driven recoupling and ‘‘passive’’ DARR
without 1H irradiation
The spectral overlap discussed in Sec. II B 2 @Figs. 1~b!
and 1~c!# may remind the conventional 1H-driven mecha-
nism, in which 13C resonances are broadened by 13C– 1H
dipolar interactions under no rf irradiation and the spectral
overlap occurs for a pair of 13C spins with a chemical shift
difference smaller than the broadening. It is therefore worthy
to compare the two recoupling mechanisms under MAS,
namely, the second-order DARR and the 1H-driven recou-
pling. In both mechanisms, the spatial part of the 13C– 1H
dipolar interaction is modulated coherently by MAS. While
in DARR the rf irradiation modulates the spin part coher-
ently, in the 1H-driven recoupling the modulation is incoher-
ent because it is caused by the flip–flop transitions of the 1H
spins. For simplicity, we ignore the incoherency and simply
assume the modulation frequency of the flip–flop motion to
be n f . As shown in Eq. ~16!, the 13C– 13C dipolar Hamil-
tonian H DSS(t) is modulated coherently by the chemical shift
difference ~D! and by MAS (nR). Hence, RIR would occur
when un f1mnRu5uD1nnRu. To phrase differently, in the
1H-driven mechanism, the incoherent 1H– 1H flip–flop mo-
tion serves as the coherent 1H irradiation in RIR ~Sec. II
B 3!. The 1H-driven method is less efficient because the in-
coherent 1H– 1H flip–flop modulation is less efficient as
compared the coherent irradiation.
Digress for a moment to a related problem, we would
like to point out here that 1H rf irradiation can affect
1H-driven polarization transfer in the following way. Kubo
and McDowell derived the polarization transfer rate k under
slow MAS for a pair of 13C spins with a small chemical shift










where M n is the intensity of the nth spinning sideband and
TR is the inverse of the linewidth of the zero-quantum line
shape function, which is not known in most cases and thus
commonly approximated by the apparent linewidth. Equation
~42! indicates that the transfer rate reaches maximum at
DTR;1, which suggests a possibility of enhancing the rate
by choosing a proper 1H rf strength to vary TR and thus
achieving DTR;1. In fact, we showed that there is an opti-
mal 1H rf strength for 13C– 13C polarization transfer under
slow MAS (nR50.417– 2.1 kHz) among 13CH3 resonances
(D;0.9 ppm) of g-valerolactone enantiomers enclathrated
in the chiral cholic acid host.26 Note that this mechanism is
appreciable only at slow spinning and for a pair of spins with
a small shift difference.
For a pair of 13C spins with a chemical shift difference
larger than the 13C– 1H dipolar broadening, the 1H-driven
mechanism cannot work. However, we would like to point
out that the spectral overlap due to line broadening caused by
the time-dependent 13C– 1H dipolar interaction under no 1H
irradiation would cause DARR around the R2 condition (D
;nnR). Since the 13C– 1H dipolar broadening is homog-
enous, the most efficient spectral overlap would occur at the
exact R2 condition. In other words, the frequency-difference
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selectivity of the original R2 with 1H decoupling is
alleviated/deteriorated by the undecoupled 13C– 1H dipolar
interaction homogeneously modulated by the 1H– 1H dipolar
interaction. We refer to this as ‘‘passive’’ DARR, because the
13C– 1H dipolar interaction is not recovered actively. It is
worthy to note that for the ‘‘active’’ DARR no particular
enhancement in recoupling efficiency is expected at the R2
condition, because the amount of spectral overlap depends
on the inhomogeneous 13C– 1H dipolar powder line shape,
which is not necessarily most efficient at the R2 condition.
In Table I, we classify the first-order DARR, the passive
DARR, the second-order DARR, and 1H-driven according to
the situations in which each of these recoupling methods is
operative.
D. Efficiency of DARR and RIR
So far, we have shown that, under 1H CW irradiation,
efficient 13C– 13C polarization transfer would occur at vari-
ous recoupling conditions @Eqs. ~33!, ~34!, ~38!#, where the
spectral overlap ensuring both energy conservation and re-
covery of the flip–flop term is achieved. Since these recou-
pling conditions include the chemical shift difference D
5d12d2 , recoupling occurs frequency-difference selec-
tively. Further, DARR is orientation selective due to G11 in
Eqs. ~33! and ~34!; recoupling takes place only for the
13C– 13C pairs at particular orientations. It is therefore envis-
aged that polarization transfer by DARR is not efficient. As
was shown by the previous DARR experiments with or with-
out 1H– 1H decoupling,18 homogeneous broadening of the
13C resonances due to nondecoupled 1H– 1H interactions re-
laxes the recoupling condition, thus increasing the number of
spins to be recoupled and also making DARR to be an effi-
cient band-selective recoupling method. In addition to this,
the second-order DARR mechanism would relax the selec-
tivity, leading to broadband recoupling.
Since the orientation dependence of the recoupled
13C– 1H dipolar powder pattern differs for different 13C– 1H
recoupling conditions, DARR can be improved by succes-
sive application of different 13C– 1H recoupling conditions.
In fact, it was shown that polarization-transfer efficiency is
improved by alternating the 1H rf-field strength between the
two rotary-resonance conditions, n15nR and n152nR , in a
period of ;0.5 ms.18 For this purpose, MORE is more suit-
able because, while the rotary-resonance condition allows
only two discrete 1H rf-field strengths at a fixed MAS speed,
MORE occurs irrespective to 1H rf-field strength, thus allow-
ing a larger number of a pair to participate in recoupling.
This will be examined later.
For RIR @Eq. ~38!#, recoupling is achieved independent
of the relative orientations of the interaction tensors in-
volved. This means that most of 13C– 13C pairs except for
that oriented along the magic angle participate in recoupling,
thus increasing the net transfer efficiency. Due to the better
spectral overlap, RIR is generally more efficient as compared
to DARR. However, it should be noted that the magnitude of
the RIR recoupling depends on the modulation frequency
@Eq. ~41!#. Hence, at fast modulation frequencies, RIR be-
comes less effective. Experimental comparison of RIR and
DARR will be given below.
E. RIR by FSLG– m2mm
It should be pointed out that homogeneous broadening of
the 13C resonances due to 1H– 1H couplings is not necessary
for RIR or even becomes nuisance because it deteriorates the
efficient spectral overlap. Hence, instead of the 1H CW irra-
diation described so far, we adopt the FSLG-m2mm (m
51) sequence,20 which modulates the 13C– 1H dipolar inter-
action but decouples 1H– 1H dipolar couplings by rf irradia-
tion satisfying the Lee–Goldburg ~LG! condition.27 Under
the FSLG-m2mm sequence, the 13C– 1H dipolar Hamil-
tonian is written as20
H DIS*~ t !5Di~ t !cos uM$Iz cos uM1 f ~ t !IX sin uM%Siz ,
~43!
where f (t) is a square-wave function. We expand f (t) in the
Fourier series and take accounts only of the first term,
f ~ t !; 4
p
cos 2pnModt , ~44!
where the modulation frequency nMod is given by an inverse
of the cyclic time tc of FSLG-m2mm (nMod51/tc). It is
clear that the second term in Eq. ~43! becomes time-
independent at nMod5nnR(n51,2) ~the 13C– 1H recoupling
condition!.20 Hence, FSLG-m2mm can also be used to real-
ize DARR, however, as was explained above and was shown
experimentally,18 DARR by FSLG-m2mm is less effective
due to the lack of homogeneous broadening.
At the modulation frequency deviated from the exact
13C– 1H recoupling condition of nMod5nnR , Eq. ~43! can be
given by17
H DIS*~ t !5
2
p
Di~ t !cos~2pnModt !sin 2uMIxSiz
5
1
2p di (n561,62 Gin sin 2uM exp~ ing i!
3@exp$2pit~nMod1nnR!%
1exp$22pit~nMod2nnR!%#IxSiz . ~45!
The first IzSz term in Eq. ~43! can be ignored, because it is
averaged out by MAS. By comparing Eq. ~25! and Eq. ~45!,
we may rewrite the RIR condition under FSLG-m2mm @Eq.
~38!# as
unMod1nnRu5uD1mnRu, ~n ,m561,62 !. ~46!
For example, when nMod is adjusted to satisfy nR2nMod
5D2nR , the first-order secular average Hamiltonian is
given by17
TABLE I. 13C– 13C recoupling mechanisms applicable for the two cases of
chemical shift difference ~D! with/without 13C– 1H recoupling.
no 1H decoupling 13C– 1H recoupling
Large D passive DARR first-order DARR
Small D 1H-driven second-order DARR
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2p dnGn1 exp~2ign!. ~48!
Since the recoupled Hamiltonian inversely depends on nR ,
RIR is less efficient at fast spinning as shown experimentally
below.
III. EXPERIMENT
N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N# DL-valine (@1,2-13C, 15N# NAV!
and uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled glycylisoleucine
(@u-13C, 15N# GlyIle! were provided by Professor M. Kai-
nosho at Tokyo Metropolitan University and his co-workers.
@2,3-13C# L-alanine (@2,3-13C# Ala! was purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc., and used without pu-
rification. A 10% @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle sample (;100 mg),
obtained by recrystallization of @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle from
deionized water with nine-fold natural abundance material,
was used for two-dimensional ~2D! 13C– 13C polarization-
transfer experiments.
The NMR experiments were carried out using a Che-
magnetics CMX-300 spectrometer operating at the resonance
frequency of 75.5 MHz for 13C with a MAS probe ~Doty Sci.
Inc.! for a 5 mm rotor. The MAS frequency was kept con-
stant within 610 Hz by a control system. The rf-field
strength for cross polarization ~CP! was about 53 kHz for 13C
and 63 kHz for 1H. The 1H CW decoupling frequency was
chosen to be ’2 ppm downfield from tetramethylsilane
~TMS!, and the 1H rf-field strength for decoupling was
’80 kHz.
For DARR, we examined three 13C– 1H recoupling se-
quences: ~1! rotary resonance recoupling19 at the n51 or n
52 rotary-resonance condition (n15nnR , n51,2) @Fig.
2~a!#, ~2! modulatory resonance ~MORE! recoupling24 at the
n51 MORE condition (nAM5nnR , n51,2), where nAM
51/tAM is the 1H amplitude-modulation frequency @Figs.
2~b! and 2~c!#, and ~3! recoupling by rotor-synchronous p
pulses applied at each half-rotor period @Fig. 2~d!#, which
was originally used for the rotational-echo double resonance
~REDOR! experiment,28 with a p-pulse duration time of 8.2
ms. In this work, the sinusoidal amplitude modulation origi-
nally employed for MORE @Fig. 2~b!# is approximated by a
square-wave modulation achieved simply by phase alterna-
tion @Fig. 2~c!#.
For RIR, we adopted the m52 FSLG-m2mm sequence
(FSLG– 24¯2),20 which consists of eight pulses with the
same rf-field strength n1 and pulse duration time t. The
phase f and the frequency offset d for each pulse are given
in order of (f , d)5(X , Dn), (2X , 2Dn), (2X , Dn),
(X , 2Dn), (2X , Dn), (X , 2Dn), (X , Dn), and (2X ,
2Dn). The offset and the rf strength for each pulse satisfy
the Lee–Goldburg condition27 of&Dn5n1 and the duration
time is set to be the 2p nutation time around an effective
field along the magic angle direction, t5A2/3/n1 . The rf
intensity n1 required for fulfilling the RIR condition is given
by Eq. ~46! for given values of nR and D for a 13C– 13C pair.
For example, at nR512.0 kHz and for D58.8 kHz, the RIR
condition of nMod5D @n5m in Eq. ~46!# is achieved when
n1 was set to 62.0 kHz, which leads to the duration time for
the 2p Lee–Goldburg pulse of 13.2 ms. Taking account of a
1 ms delay for switching the frequency and phase, we obtain
the modulation frequency nMod of 8.8 kHz. The 1H mean
frequency for the FSLG-m2mm sequence was 3000 Hz
downfield from TMS.20
One-dimensional ~1D! 13C– 13C polarization-transfer ex-
periments for @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV and @2,3-13C# Ala were
made as follows. The longitudinal 13C magnetization is cre-
ated by a 90° pulse after CP, and a selective-inversion soft
pulse is applied to 13Ca of @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV or @2,3-13C#
Ala. After a certain polarization-transfer time t, the resulting
longitudinal magnetization is observed by applying the sec-
ond 90° pulse. During the polarization-transfer ~mixing!
time, one of the 13C– 1H recoupling sequences described
above is applied to 1H. 2D 13C– 13C polarization-transfer ex-
periments of @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle were made by employing
the conventional 2D exchange pulse sequence with DARR
FIG. 2. Pulse sequences applied to 1H for recoupling of the 13C– 1H dipolar
interaction under MAS. ~a! CW irradiation at the rotational-resonance con-
dition (n15nnR , n51,2). ~b! Irradiation with amplitude modulation at the
MORE condition (tAM5tR /n , n51,2), where tAM and tR are the cycle
time of amplitude modulation and the rotation-period of MAS, respectively.
~c! The sinusoidal modulation in ~b! is approximated by a square-wave
modulation for simplicity. ~d! The rotor-synchronous p pulses applied at
each half-rotation period.
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achieved by the n51 rotary-resonance 1H irradiation during
the mixing time.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Sec. IV A, we examine 13C– 13C polarization transfer
between 13CvO and 13Ca in @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV, in which
the chemical shift difference is large ~117 ppm–8.8 kHz at
7.0 T! and thus corresponds to the situations designated in
Figs. 1~a! and 1~d!. We show that three 13C– 1H recoupling
methods give similar DARR effects, and further compare
13C– 13C polarization transfer efficiencies of the first-order
DARR, the passive DARR, and RIR at various spinning
rates. Effects of deviation from the exact 13C– 1H recoupling
condition on DARR are also examined. In Sec. IV B, we
examine improvement of polarization-transfer efficiency of
DARR by accumulating the number of the spins that partici-
pate in DARR. Polarization transfer by the second-order
DARR and 1H-driven recoupling is examined in Sec. IV C
for 13Ca and 13CH3 of @2,3-13C# Ala. Lastly in Sec. IV D, 2D
13C– 13C polarization-transfer experiments on @u-13C, 15N#
GlyIle are reported in which DARR is applied during the
polarization-transfer time ~the mixing time!. We show that
the broadband nature of DARR is manifested at a long trans-
fer time, which is useful for signal assignment and structure
determination.
A. The first-order and passive DARR and RIR
for large D
Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show 13C CP/MAS spectra of
@1,2-13C, 15N# NAV at nR512 kHz with ~a! and without 1H
CW decoupling ~b!. The 13CvO and 13Ca peaks appear at
4.4 and 24.4 kHz, respectively. Figures 3~c!–3~e! show
spectra under 1H rf irradiation at the n51 rotary-resonance
condition (n15nR) ~c!, MORE with the 1H rf-strength of
n1;2nR at the n51 MORE condition (nAM5nR) ~d!, and
the rotor-synchronized p pulses ~e!. The spectral overlap at a
first spinning sideband of the 13CvO peak, whose position
is designated by the vertical dotted line, for the passive
DARR is barely notable in Fig. 3~b!, while those for the
first-order DARR are prominent in Figs. 3~c!–3~e!. These
spectra @Figs. 3~c!–3~e!# also show that, under any recou-
pling condition, spectral overlap occurs between the 13C– 1H
dipolar powder pattern of 13Ca and a first spinning sideband
of 13CvO. It is notable that the rotary resonance @Fig. 3~c!#
and the p-pulse train @Fig. 3~e!# bring about appreciably
larger 13C– 1H dipolar broadening (;67 kHz) than MORE
(;65 kHz) @Fig. 3~d!#. The results of the experimental in-
vestigation of this effect on DARR will be presented later.
1D DARR polarization-transfer NMR experiments were
made by the four 1H irradiation schemes corresponding to
Figs. 3~b!–3~e!. The observed polarization-transfer time de-
pendence of the normalized difference magnetization
^M CvO2M Ca&(t)/^M CvO2M Ca&(0) in @1,2-13C, 15N#
NAV at nR512 kHz are shown in Fig. 4. It is noted that the
13C– 13C polarization-transfer rates under the first-order
DARR by the three 13C– 1H recoupling sequences are com-
parable, and substantially faster than that under the passive
DARR with no 1H rf irradiation. Rotary resonance achieves
the largest amount of polarization transfer among the three
13C– 1H recoupling schemes. This may be ascribed to the
absence of phase transients and finite pulse rise times in the
1H rf sequence.
The region as well as the amount of spectral overlap
should be different at different spinning speeds. Hence, it is
expected that the polarization transfer rate depends on nR .
The Hamiltonian recoupled by RIR in particular does depend
on nR @Eq. ~47!#. Therefore, it is interesting to examine 1D
13C– 13C polarization-transfer rates at various nR . The appar-
ent polarization-transfer rates k were deduced by fitting the
initial decay (<2 ms) of the polarization-transfer curves for
13CvO and 13Ca in @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV ~similar to those
in Fig. 3, not shown! to a single exponential function
exp(2kt). At least 6 data points were observed for each
curve and used for fitting. The obtained k values are plotted
in Fig. 5 for experiments with the first-order DARR at the
n51 and n52 rotary-resonance conditions, the passive
DARR, and RIR under FSLG-24¯2 at the RIR condition of
unMod1nRu5uD12nRu.
In Fig. 5, the fastest rate observed is that for the passive
DARR at the rotational-resonance (R2) condition D5nR
FIG. 3. 13C CP/MAS spectra of N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine at nR
512.0 kHz: with 1H CW decoupling ~a!, without 1H decoupling ~b!, with
1H rf irradiation for 13C– 1H recoupling by n51 rotary resonance (n1
5nR) ~c! and with the 1H rf-strength of n1;2nR at the n51 MORE con-
dition (nAM5nR) ~d!, and with the rotor-synchronized p pulses ~e!. The
peaks marked by asterisks are spinning sidebands, and other small peaks are
due to naturally abundant 13C peaks. The vertical dotted line shows the
position of a first spinning sideband of the 13CvO peak.
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58.8 kHz. It is also shown that the rate under the passive
DARR depends appreciably on the spinning speed, and the
rate becomes slow at faster spinning. On the other hand, it is
clear that no particular enhancement of transfer occurs at the
R2 condition for the first-order DARR and RIR experiments.
This relaxes the experimental choice of nR for a 13C– 13C
DARR/RIR polarization-transfer experiment for a multiply
13C-labeled sample. Figure 5 also shows that the first-order
DARR is less efficient as compared to RIR for a spinning
speed below 13 kHz. The inefficiency of DARR compared to
RIR is ascribed to the orientation dependence of the DARR
condition, that is, not all 13C spin pairs participate in DARR.
However, as expected from Eq. ~47!, the transfer rate under
RIR becomes lower for faster speeds and comparable to that
under DARR at nR;14 kHz. It is further noted that at higher
spinning, DARR by the n52 rotary-resonance irradiation
becomes less efficient. Figure 6~a! shows the 13C CP/MAS
spectrum observed for @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV under 1H rf irra-
diation with the n52 rotary-resonance condition at nR
515 kHz, indicating that the broadening at the n52 condi-
tion is smaller (;65 kHz) than that at the n51 condition.
Figure 6~a! also shows that the slow rate for the n52 con-
dition at nR>14 kHz ~Fig. 5! is attributed to inadequate
spectral overlap because the MAS speed exceeds the sum of
the chemical-shift difference ~8.8 kHz! and the dipolar
broadening (;5 kHz). Among the four experiments, we
found that DARR at the n51 rotary-resonance condition is
the most insensitive to the spinning speed nR . This is as-
cribed to the large 13C– 1H dipolar broadening (;7 kHz)
under the n51 rotary-resonance recoupling @Fig. 3~c!#,
which provides almost constant amounts of spectral overlap
FIG. 4. Polarization-transfer time dependence of the normalized difference
magnetization, ^M CvO2M Ca&(t)/^M CvO2M Ca&(0) for 13CvO and 13Ca
in N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine at nR512 kHz. The 13Ca magnetization
is selectively inverted before the polarization-transfer time. Four different
1H rf irradiation schemes during the polarization-transfer time were exam-
ined: ~1! no rf irradiation (3), ~2! irradiation with the n51 rotary-
resonance condition ~d!, ~3! phase-alternated rf irradiation ~MORE! with
the 1H rf-strength of n1;2nR at the n51 MORE condition (nAM5nR) ~s!,
and ~4! the rotor-synchronized p pulses ~n!. The lines are drawn for eye
guidance.
FIG. 5. Dependence of the polarization-transfer rate (k) between 13CvO
and 13Ca in N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine on the MAS speed nR under
various recoupling schemes: ~1! 1H-driven with no rf irradiation (3), ~2!
DARR by the n51 rotary-resonance irradiation ~d!, ~3! DARR by the n
52 rotary-resonance irradiation ~,!, ~4! DARR by the n51 MORE irra-
diation with the 1H rf-strength of n1;2nR ~s!, and ~5! RIR by FSLG-24¯2
~h!. The rates were deduced by fitting the initial decay in the polarization-
transfer curves for the difference of the magnetizations of the two carbons to
a single exponential function exp(2kt). The lines are drawn for eye guid-
ance.
FIG. 6. 13C CP/MAS spectrum of N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine at nR
515 kHz under 1H rf irradiation of ~a! DARR with the n52 rotary-
resonance condition (n1530 kHz) and ~b! DARR with an ‘‘off’’ rotary-
resonance condition of n1535 kHz, at which the polarization-transfer rate
reaches one of the local maxima ~Fig. 7!. The vertical dotted line shows the
position of a first spinning sideband of the 13CvO peak.
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for the MAS speed examined.
The results examined so far indicate that it is not neces-
sary to optimize the 13C– 1H recoupling for increasing effi-
ciency of the 13C– 13C transfer as long as line broadening
necessary for spectral overlap is achieved. To show this more
explicitly, 1D 13C– 13C polarization-transfer NMR experi-
ments under 1H CW irradiation at various rf strengths (n1)
were done at nR515 kHz, and the observed initial transfer
rates k are plotted in Fig. 7. One broad maximum is found at
the n51 rotary-resonance condition (n15nR515 kHz),
which is attributed to the first-order DARR, and two other
maxima at 25 and 35 kHz are deviated by ;65 kHz from
the n52 rotary-resonance condition (n152nR530 kHz).
The broad maximum around the n51 rotary-resonance con-
dition indicates that slight misadjustment of the 1H rf inten-
sity or the spinning frequency is not crucial for the first-order
DARR by the n51 rotational-resonance irradiation. The ob-
served tolerance would alleviate precise settings of experi-
mental conditions often required for the rf-driven 13C– 13C
recoupling experiments. On the other hand, the n52 rotary-
resonance condition is not a good choice for DARR: the
optimal irradiation condition deviates significantly from the
exact DARR condition ~Fig. 7!. This can be attributed to the
particular 13C– 1H dipolar broadening line shape of the
13Ca carbon of @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV as follows. Figure 6~b!
shows the 13C CP/MAS spectrum of @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV
under 1H rf irradiation at n1535 kHz and nR515 kHz, at
which k reaches one of the two local maxima ~Fig. 7!. The
spectrum shows characteristic three ridge peaks and the fast
transfer at n1535 kHz evidently arises from the spectral
overlap at one of the ridges of the 13Ca resonance and a
first spinning sideband of the 13CvO peak, whose position
is indicated by the dotted line. It should be noted here that
the recoupling mechanism in this case is not DARR but
RIR, and the presence of the RIR mechanism also helps to
broaden the maximum around the n51 condition
~Fig. 7!.
B. Improvement of DARR
As shown above, the amount of spectral overlap should
be as large as possible for efficient 13C– 13C polarization
transfer under DARR. This was also shown by a previously
reported experimental result that polarization transfer under
DARR by the rotary-resonance irradiation is appreciably
faster than that by the FSLG-m2mm 13C– 1H recoupling
sequence.18 The homogeneous broadening of 13C resonances
due to the nonzero 1H– 1H interaction under rotary resonance
increases the number of carbons to be recoupled, leading to
faster transfer. Further, we showed that 13C– 13C
polarization-transfer efficiency can be improved by alternat-
ing the 1H rf-field strength between the n51 and n52
rotary-resonance conditions in a period of 0.25 ms.18 This
was also ascribed to the increase of the number of 13C spins
satisfying the DARR condition. The scheme was referred to
as DARR with alternate matching ~DARRAM!. To examine
how long the alternation interval should be, we observed 1D
polarization transfer for 13CvO and 13Ca in @1,2-13C, 15N#
NAV with several alternation periods for DARRAM at nR
512 kHz, and the normalized difference magnetization at
the polarization-transfer time of 4 ms, ^M CvO2M Ca&(t
54 ms)/^M CvO2M Ca&(0), is plotted as a function of alter-
nation interval in Fig. 8. Note that the alternation interval of
4 ms ~the data at the extreme right in Fig. 8! corresponds to
DARR without alternation. Transfer efficiency is improved
evidently for the interval of 200–800 ms. This is reasonable
because the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction is in the order of a
few kHz in @1,2-13C, 15N# NAV, thus accumulative transfer
would occur in a time scale of a few 100 ms. For a weaker
13C– 13C dipolar interaction, a longer alternation time is re-
quired.
Improvement of 13C– 13C transfer by accumulating the
number of 13C spins participating in transfer can be most
easily accomplished for MORE by simply optimizing 1H rf-
strength because of the unique feature that the 13C– 1H re-
coupling condition does not depend on 1H rf-field strength,
FIG. 7. Dependence of the polarization-transfer rate (k) between 13CvO
and 13Ca of N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine on the 1H rf-field intensity n1
at nR515 kHz. The procedure to deduce the rates is described in the caption
of Fig. 5. The line is drawn for eye guidance.
FIG. 8. Alternation-interval dependence of the normalized difference mag-
netization in the 1D DARRAM polarization-transfer experiment with the
transfer time of 4 ms at nR512 kHz. The difference was taken for 13CvO
and 13Ca of N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine. The line is drawn for eye-
guidance.
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but the recoupled line shape does.24 In fact, the 1H rf-field
strength of n1;2nR in Fig. 3~d! was chosen to maximize
apparent spectral overlap for the two 13C line shapes at nR
512 kHz. For a 13C– 13C transfer experiment under DARR
by variable-amplitude MORE, the 1H rf-field strength was
varied linearly from 0.5nR to 2.5nR with the cycle time of 2.5
ms divided into 10 segments during each of which the 1H rf
intensity was kept constant. In Fig. 9, we compare the ob-
served transfer curve with that observed with constant-
amplitude MORE @Fig. 2~c!#. Figure 9 shows that DARR
efficiency is improved by sweeping over the whole region of
the 13C– 1H dipolar powder pattern.
The improved irradiation schemes for DARR increase
not only the total amount of polarization transfer but also the
apparent transfer rate. We would like to point out that the
improved efficiency should be useful for reduction of a time
required to achieve uniform signal enhancement by the
nuclear Overhauser polarization ~NOP!.21
C. The second-order DARR and 1H-driven recoupling
for small D
Figures 10~a! and 10~b! show 13C CP/MAS spectra of
@2,3-13C# Ala at nR512 kHz with ~a! and without 1H CW
decoupling ~b!, in which the 13CH3 and 13Ca peaks appear at
22.3 and 0 kHz, respectively. Figures 10~c! and 10~d! show
the spectra observed under 13C– 1H recoupling using the n
51 rotary-resonance irradiation and under 1H rf irradiation
at ‘‘off’’ rotary resonance of n1529 kHz, respectively. Fig-
ures 10~b! and 10~c! show that spectral overlap suitable for
the second-order DARR @Fig. 10~c!# is appreciably improved
as compared to that by 1H-driven recoupling @Fig. 10~b!#.
This better overlap leads to the polarization-transfer rates by
the second-order DARR which are ;1.6– 1.8 times as fast as
those by 1H-driven recoupling at the most of the spinning
rates examined ~Fig. 11!. The dotted line in Fig. 11 repre-
sents k(kHz)53.0/nR(kHz)20.14, showing the 1/nR depen-
dence predicted in Eq. ~37!, where the coefficients in the
equation were obtained by curve fitting. The enhanced polar-
ization transfer and the 1/nR dependence prove that the po-
larization transfer is due to the second-order DARR recou-
pling. Figure 12 shows the n1 dependence of the transfer rate
in DARR at nR512 kHz. The rate is almost constant for
n155 – 23 kHz, and two local maxima appear at n1531.5
and 37 kHz. The apparent insensitivity to n1 below 23 kHz
together with the similar results for the first-order DARR
shown in Fig. 7 indicate that the n51 rotary-resonance con-
dition is a good choice for 13C– 13C transfer with DARR.
The two local maxima at n1;31 and ;37 kHz can be
ascribed to the particular 13C– 1H dipolar broadened line
shape of the 13Ca carbon in @2,3-13C# Ala at off-rotary reso-
nance conditions @Fig. 10~d!#. Figure 13 shows the n1 depen-
dence of the shift of a specific ridge peak of the 13Ca reso-
nance denoted by an asterisk in Fig. 10~d!. The shift
increases with increasing n1 , and at n1;37 kHz the ridge
peak overlaps with a first spinning sideband of the 13CH3
peak, whose shift position is indicated by the dotted line in
Fig. 13, leading to the local maximum. The other local maxi-
FIG. 9. Polarization-transfer-time dependence of the normalized difference
magnetization of 13CvO and 13Ca in N-acetyl@1,2-13C, 15N] DL-valine in
the 1D polarization transfer-experiment under DARR with MORE ~s! and
variable-amplitude MORE ~d! at nR512 kHz. The lines are drawn for eye-
guidance.
FIG. 10. 13C CP/MAS spectra of @2,3-13C# L-alanine at nR512 kHz with 1H
CW decoupling ~a!, without 1H decoupling ~b!, with 1H rf irradiation by n
51 rotary resonance (n15nR) ~c!, and by ‘‘off’’ rotary resonance with n1
529 kHz ~d!. The asterisk denotes a ridge peak of the 13Ca resonance. The
ridgepeak frequency depends on n1 as shown in Fig. 13.
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mum at 31 kHz can also be ascribed to the overlap of a ridge
peak of the 13CH3 resonance and a sideband of the 13Ca
peak.
We would like to point out here that the observed trans-
fer rates of 0.1–0.2 kHz by the second-order DARR are al-
most comparable to those ~Fig. 5! by the first-order DARR
(k;0.2– 0.4 kHz). Even though the recoupling occurs in the
second-order, a large amount of spectral overlap for the
second-order DARR may improve recoupling efficiency to
be comparable to that of the first-order DARR.
D. Broadband 13C– 13C polarization-transfer
experiments using DARR
Since no 13C rf field is required for 13C– 1H dipolar-
driven recoupling, the polarization-transfer time is only lim-
ited by long 13C spin-lattice relaxation. Therefore, even if the
recoupled dipolar Hamiltonian by 13C– 1H dipolar-driven re-
coupling is smaller than those recoupled by the rf-driven
methods, the interspin distances which can be correlated by
13C– 13C transfer using 13C– 1H dipolar-driven recoupling
may be comparable to or even longer than those by the rf-
driven methods. While the first-order DARR and RIR show
band-selective nature useful for recoupling sp2 carbons and
sp3 carbons, the second-order DARR is applicable to re-
couple sp2 or sp3 carbons. Hence, DARR would achieve a
broadband recoupling nature. To examine this, we performed
2D 13C– 13C polarization-transfer experiments with DARR
applied during the mixing time.
Figure 14 shows 2D 13C– 13C polarization-transfer spec-
tra observed for 10% @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle at the spinning
frequency nR515.0 kHz with the polarization-transfer time
of 10 ms ~a! and 200 ms ~b! together with the individual
cross-section spectra at the carbonyl carbon resonance
(;178.9 ppm) ~Ref. 29! of the isoleucine residue (CIlevO).
DARR is achieved by applying 1H rf irradiation at the n
51 rotary-resonance condition. A similar 2D DARR experi-
ment with the transfer time of 3 ms has been done using
100% @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle to show that the first-order DARR
with a short transfer time exhibits only the cross peaks be-
tween directly bonded CvO and Ca .18 At the transfer time
of 10 ms, however, all the cross peaks expected for the di-
rectly bonded carbon pairs are observed owing to the second-
order DARR recoupling. Hence, the DARR correlation ex-
periment is useful for signal assignment. Further at 200 ms,
cross peaks between carbons separated by several bonds are
observed in addition to the direct bonded carbons. For ex-
ample, let us examine the cross-section spectrum at CIlevO.
The intensities of the individual cross peaks in the CIlevO
cross-section spectrum, which are obtained by fitting a sum
of Lorenzian lineshapes to the cross section, are normalized
by the peak intensity of CIlevO and plotted in Fig. 15
against the corresponding C–C distances calculated from the
atomic coordinates determined by an x-ray diffraction study
FIG. 11. Dependence of the polarization-transfer rate (k) for 13Ca and
13CvO in @2,3-13C# L-alanine on the MAS speed nR under ~1! no rf irra-
diation ~s! and ~2! rf irradiation with the n51 rotary-resonance condition
~d!. The procedure to deduce the rates is described in the caption of Fig. 5.
The dotted line, k(kHz)53.0/nR(kHz)20.14, shows the 1/nR dependence
indicated in Eq. ~37! for the second-order DARR. The solid lines are drawn
for eye guidance.
FIG. 12. Dependence of the polarization-transfer rate (k) for 13Ca and
13CvO in @2,3-13C# L-alanine on the 1H rf-field intensity n1 at nR
512 kHz. The procedure to deduce the rates is described in the caption of
Fig. 5. The line is drawn for eye guidance.
FIG. 13. Offset-frequency dependence of the 13Ca ridge peak marked by an
asterisk in Fig. 10~d! on the 1H rf irradiation strength n1 . The horizontal
dotted line indicates the position of a first spinning sideband of the CH3
peak. The solid line is for eye guidance.
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~unpublished!. Figure 15 clearly shows that the cross-peak
intensity and the internuclear distance are well correlated
with each other. Similar correlation has also been observed
in the nuclear Overhauser polarization ~NOP! experiments
using DARR.21 In analyzing 13C– 13C transfer from methyl
carbons to the other carbons in @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle, we
found that the polarization-transfer rate from the polarized
13CH3 spin to the other 13C spin correlates well with the
13C– 13C distance.
It has been pointed out that recoupling of a strong
13C– 13C dipolar interaction suppresses recoupling of weak
ones between a 13C spin of the strong dipolar pair and remote
13C spins.30–32 This dipolar truncation would make it difficult
to observe long-range correlation, while it appears that the
dipolar truncation effect is less appreciable for DARR. The
suppression of the dipolar truncation effect may be ascribed
to the orientation-selective recoupling of DARR. Since
DARR recouples a pair of spins with a particular orientation,
not all 13C– 13C couplings in a molecule are recovered at the
same time. Hence, the uniformly labeled spins are parti-
tioned into fragments of recoupled spins, leading to isolation
of a weak coupling. In other words, while the sample is
uniformly 13C-labeled, DARR recoupling does not occur uni-
formly. This unique feature of DARR causes us to have the
expectation that many distances restrains can simultaneously
be obtained from cross-peak intensities in a 2D DARR spec-
trum. However, the intensity is affected by several factors,
such as the amount of spectral overlap, different efficiencies
of the first-order and the second-order DARR, effects of CSA
on sideband intensities, and homogeneous broadening due to
1H– 1H dipolar interactions, making the explanation of the
cross-peak intensity difficult. Nevertheless, we found that the
polarization-transfer rate correlates well with the internuclear
distance. This empirical correlation indicates a possibility of
determining complete structures of biological systems by the
polarization transfer experiment under DARR. To examine
the correlation in more detail, we are currently measuring
build-up rates of individual cross-peak intensities in several
uniformly 13C-labeled peptides with known structures.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, using the average Hamiltonian theory, we
examined two recently introduced 13C– 1H dipolar-driven
13C– 13C recoupling methods under MAS: dipolar assisted
rotational resonance ~DARR! and resonant interference re-
coupling ~RIR!. In both methods, rf irradiation for recou-
pling is applied only to 1H spins, and spectral overlap for a
13C– 13C pair is achieved between a spinning sideband of one
13C spin and the 13C– 1H dipolar pattern of the other 13C
spin. Then, 13C– 13C recoupling based on rotational reso-
nance (R2) occurs frequency-difference selectively.
In DARR, we recover time-independent 13C– 1H dipolar
interactions by a suitable 13C– 1H recoupling method, and
then the spectral overlap occurs for a pair of spins with a
particular internuclear orientation. Thus, DARR causes
orientation-selective recoupling. On the other hand, in RIR,
13C– 1H dipolar interactions are modulated both by MAS and
by 1H rf irradiation: a 1H rf-field is applied to modulate the
FIG. 14. Contour plots of 2D 13C– 13C polarization-
transfer spectra of 10% uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled gly-
cylisoleucine with the polarization-transfer time of
10 ms ~a! and 200 ms ~b!. The top spectrum is the cross
section at the carbonyl carbon resonance
(;178.9 ppm) of the isoleucine residue (CIlevO). The
dotted line is drawn at the position of CIlevO. During
the polarization-transfer time, 1H rf irradiation to en-
hance 13C– 13C polarization transfer by DARR with the
n51 rotary resonance was applied. The spinning fre-
quency was 15.0 kHz.
FIG. 15. Correlation between the normalized cross-peak intensity obtained
from the 2D 13C– 13C polarization-transfer spectrum of 10% uniformly 13C,
15N-labeled glycylisoleucine with the polarization-transfer time of 200 ms
@Fig. 14 ~b!# and the C–C distance to the CIlevO carbon ~C1! for C2–8 in
10% uniformly 13C, 15N-labeled glycylisoleucine together with a schematic
molecular structure. The carbon numbering starts from 13C resonances at the
higher-frequency side.
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13C– 1H dipolar interaction in such a way to interfere with
the 13C– 13C dipolar interaction. Since RIR relies on spectral
overlap between a CSA spinning sideband of one 13C peak of
the pair and a modulation-induced 13C– 1H dipolar sideband
of the other 13C peak, the RIR recoupling condition does not
involve any internuclear orientation. Hence, the number of
spins participates in recoupling is much larger for RIR than
for DARR, which may lead RIR to a more efficient 13C– 13C
polarization transfer method. In fact, we found that RIR is
more efficient than DARR at slow spinning, but its efficiency
depends on a spinning speed @Eq. ~47!# and thus decreases
appreciably at a faster spinning speed.
We showed that 1H CW irradiation under rotary-
resonance conditions induces recoupling due to DARR and
RIR at various matching conditions @Eqs. ~33!, ~34!, ~38!#. In
particular, we showed that the second-order DARR recou-
pling @Eq. ~34!# occurs for a pair of spins whose chemical
shift difference is too small to achieve the first-order DARR
condition @Eq. ~33!#. This makes it possible to realize a
broadband 2D 13C– 13C correlation experiment by DARR. In
fact, we showed by the 2D 13C– 13C DARR polarization-
transfer experiment of @u-13C, 15N# GlyIle that broadband
correlation in a multiple spin system is achieved by DARR.
Not only rotary resonance, but also MORE and rotor-
synchronized p pulses were examined for 13C– 1H recou-
pling schemes in DARR. We found that the n51 rotary reso-
nance is the most suitable for DARR, because of the
observed insensitivity to experimental settings of a 1H rf-
field strength and a spinning speed, and the broad recoupling
bandwidth. Further, we showed that 13C– 13C polarization-
transfer efficiency can be improved by a combined use of
more than one 13C– 1H recoupling condition, which increases
the number of spins participating in recoupling.
It was suggested that the suppression of recoupling of
weaker dipolar couplings by stronger ones ~the dipolar trun-
cation! becomes less prominent due to the orientation selec-
tivity of DARR. This unique feature may make DARR as a
possible tool of determining internuclear distances roughly
by the polarization transfer experiment. In fact, the 2D
DARR polarization-transfer experiment of @u-13C, 15N# Gly-
Ile in this work and the NOP experiment using DARR ~Ref.
21! show that the polarization-transfer rate for a 13C– 13C
pair correlates well with the internuclear distance of the
13C– 13C pair. Hence, a 2D DARR polarization-transfer ex-
periment may be applied to obtain structural information of a
multiply 13C-labeled sample. For example, a preliminary 2D
DARR polarization-transfer experiment of a peptide
Lys-Phe*-Ile*-Gly*-Leu*-Met (* denotes a fully 13C la-
beled amino acid residue! has revealed a pair of inter-residue
cross peaks between 13Ca of Phe and 13Cb of Leu at the
transfer time >100 ms. More quantitative examination is in
progress and will be published elsewhere.
Lastly, we would like to point out that 13C CSA can also
be used to broaden the 13C resonances to provide spectral
overlap, thus leading to what may be called 13C CSA-
assisted rotational resonance ~CARR!. Reintroduction of
CSA under MAS without applying any rf pulses to 13C can
most easily be done by spinning a sample at an off magic
angle, and 2D polarization transfer experiments can be made
by the switching-angle sample spinning ~SASS! method.33,34
Off-magic angle spinning also reintroduces the 13C– 13C and
13C– 1H dipolar interactions,35 which would enhance
13C– 13C polarization transfer. In fact, SASS has been ap-
plied for distance measurement in a doubly 13C-labeled pep-
tide by observing a 13C– 13C Pake pattern,36 for characteriza-
tion of inhomogeneous solids by observing 13C– 13C
polarization transfer among different domains,37 and for
cross polarization under MAS.38 Examination of CARR is
undergoing and will be published elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: CONVENTIONAL VERSUS SECULAR
AVERAGING THEORY
In this work, the interference effect of two time-
dependent interactions with common Fourier components are
examined using either the secular average Hamiltonian
theory or the conventional average Hamiltonian theory. Here,
we compare these two average Hamiltonian theories using a
model Hamiltonian composed of two time-dependent non-
commutable interactions,
H~ t !5H0~ t !1H1~ t !
with
H0~ t !5n1Ix cos 2pnxt
and
H1~ t !5dIz cos~2pnzt2f!. ~A1!
We may view the former as an amplitude-modulated rf irra-
diation and the latter as an anisotropic chemical-shift inter-
action or a heteronuclear dipolar interaction modulated by
sample spinning. The evolution of the spin system is de-
scribed by the propagator U(t),
U~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
dt8H~ t8!J , ~A2!
where T is the Dyson time-ordering operator.
Under the framework of the conventional average
Hamiltonian theory, we evaluate U(t) by separating H0(t)
from H1(t) as
U~ t !5U0~ t !U1~ t !, ~A3!
with




5expH 2iIx n1nx sin~2pnxt !J ~A4!
and
U1~ t !5T expH 22piE
0
t
dt8H˜ 1~ t8!J . ~A5!
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The Hamiltonian H˜ 1(t) in the interaction frame defined by
U0(t) is written using the nth Bessel function Jn as
H˜ 1~ t !5U021~ t !H1~ t !U0~ t !
5d cos~2pnzt2f!
3 (
n50,1, . . .
F Izen cos~4npnxt !J2nS n1nz D
12Iy sin$~4n12 !pnxt%J2n11S n1nz D G ~A6!
with e051 and en>152. When the two modulation frequen-
cies are matched (nz5nx5n0) with each other, Eq. ~A6! can
be rewritten as
H˜ 1~ t !5d sin fJ1S n1n0D Iy1time dependent terms, ~A7!
where the first term represents the zeroth order average
Hamiltonian in the interaction frame,
H˜ 1(0)5d sin fJ1S n1n0D Iy . ~A8!
Note here that at t0n05n (n is an integer number!,
U0(t0)51, and we have
U~t0!5U1~t0!;exp~22piH˜ 1(0)t0!. ~A9!
The secular averaging Hamiltonian theory can be ap-
plied when the two modulational frequencies are matched
with each other. In this approach, we represent the total
Hamiltonian as






2 Iz exp~7if!, ~A11!








sin fIy . ~A12!
It is true that the latter secular average Hamiltonian
theory gives us a simpler perspective of interference of two
time-dependent Hamiltonians; however, apparently its appli-
cation should be limited. For example, we intuitively expect
decoupling @H˜ 1(t)→0# for n1@n0 , and in fact, Eq. ~A8!
calculated using the average Hamiltonian theory predicts de-
coupling as limx→‘ J1(x)→0. On the contrary, Eq. ~A12!
indicates larger recoupling for larger n1 . By comparing Eqs.
~A8! and ~A12!, it is noted that the secular average Hamil-




is satisfied. From Fig. 16, in which y5J1(x) and y5 12x for
x50 – 2 are compared, it is clear that both approaches be-
come consistent with each other for n0>n1 . Similar results
have also been deduced for the case of MORE.24 In the
present 13C– 13C recoupling experiments, this denotes that nR
for the second order DARR @Eq. ~37!# or nR2nMod for RIR
@Eq. ~47!# should be larger than the size of the heteronuclear
dipolar interaction for the secular average Hamiltonian ap-
proach to be valid. Otherwise the secular average Hamil-
tonian overestimates the amount of recoupling.
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